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Introduction

Digital India brings multi-tier opportunity for the Indian Value Added Resellers (VARs), who
are working towards enhancing the economic relations by identifying collaborative
opportunities for growth for a promising future by making available the products and solutions
to the most remote parts of the country, which s definitely not possible for the Corporates.

VARs are the conduit to reach out to the end-customers of every segment(Government/ Large
enterprises/SME). In the wake of a ten fold increase in the Indian middle class and a three fold
growth in household income, consumer spending is likely to quadruple to around EUR1 Trillion
by 2015. As a result, opportunity for the manufacturing Industry are forecasted to be worth
EUR 125 billion in the next five years.

In a bid to enable VARs to learn, understand and embrace the latest technologies, SMBs
themselves are changing their outlook on technology. Rising global competition and the need to
reduce operational costs is compelling them to re-innovate, streamline their operations,
standardize their processes, improve productivity and efficiency and adopt best practices and
latest technologies that can help them grow and better manage their business. VARINDIA
brings the 6th edition of EIITF 2015, an event where various IT corporates will address their
views focusing on SMEs, on how they could drive benefits from their value added offerings .



SMB- Path For The Growth

Over the past few years, despite being large and fast growing, the Indian SMB market

has not been considered a very profitable business by the Indian ICT industry. This is
owing to factors such as low IT awareness, high geographic distribution, small deal
sizes, long sales cycles and high cost of customized solutions. This scenario, however,
is changing.

The confluence of several business and technology factors are now placing the SMB
market on the radar of ICT vendors. SMAC (Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud)
technologies is the next growth driver for SMBs in India. Interestingly, domestic
SMBs are creating an opportunity for Indian IT companies to provide domain-
centric, innovative, packaged software products and services for sustainable growth
momentum and increasing profitability.

To achieve these goals, they are investing in IT solutions that are helping them
replace their traditional, people-oriented and manual process-driven styles of
business with technology-enabled, process-centric working environments. This
technology platform is enabling SMBs to computerize business applications without
large CAPEX and at a lower TCO. They are now enjoying the benefits of technology
without being concerned about the management and technical expertise required. As
a result, SaaS adoption by SMBs in India is growing at a CAGR of over 25 percent
and is expected to reach Rs. 20 billion (~USD 370 million) by FY2018.



Opportunity

IT adoption by SMB is accelerating and there is a promising growth with huge
opportunity of about 15% CAGR. This Y-o-Y growth is expected to propel the IT spend
to cross USD 18.5 billion by FY2018.

The Need of  the hour for SMEs would be to -

� incentivize IT adoption

� Share best practices and benchmarks

� Increase awareness of  existing IT solutions

� Enable easier access to funding 

� Create platforms and forums for greater collaboration among eco-system 
participants

More then $10 billion digital opportunities knocking, but are Indian telcos ready?



Growth of Digital SMBs in India



VARINDIA SMB Summit 

India is set to witness unparalleled Internet momentum, and telcos are uniquely
positioned to take full advantage of it. It is time to get going and be digital. About 73
percent of mobile data consumers would be willing to spend more time online if more
entertainment content are available in an engaging format. Similarly, 70 percent of
Internet users have not yet tried online recharges but are willing to try because of the
inconvenience they face with traditional channels. With a strong belief, Indian telcos see a
great opportunity to proactively create tremendous value by driving a digital strategy
aligned with consumer needs.

The EIITF programme has been designed to address the growth of SMBs in the country.
Eastern India has abundant talent pool, reliable power supply, quality and cost of living
and this act as key enablers of the knowledge-based industries in Kolkata. The USP of
the Summit would therefore be to cover the entire gamut of IT strategies - from
innovation, value creation and best practices to what is cutting edge in IT today.



�Exploring the path to become a giant demands business strategies that can
accommodate and ensure growth despite any external business scenario and each of
these business strategies demands higher levels of productivity, driven by collaboration
and innovation .

�Adoption of IT across customers and push from ecosystem stakeholders is fuelling the
digital journey from SMBs. India is set to witness unparalleled Internet momentum and
telcos are uniquely positioned to take full advantage of it. IT adoption by SMBs in India
is hindered because of inability to easily adopt solutions meant for large enterprises.

� India is home to over 51 Million Small and Medium Businesses. While today only 40%
of these SMB’s are influenced by technology, the number is expected to increase to 90%
of all SMBs by 2020. It is a fact that SMBs are powering India. SMBs leverage digital
technologies through business process. Digital SMB is powered by solutions touching
multiple business levers such as customer acquisition, workforce enablement, operational
excellence and risk management. Digital enablement is going to present a USD 25.8
Billion opportunity for tech vendors by 2020.

Road Ahead



Keynote by Industry leader/CXO of  SMB, Corporate Honchos, 
Top Solution Partners (Tier II and Tier III), System Integrators 
and Solution Partners.

The event would host a Panel discussion of  5 CEOs from 
segments like Hospitality/BFSI/Manufacturing/ITeS to discuss 
on how to Capitalize on the Indian SMB as an opportunity.

The programme will be attended by over 200 delegates. The 
content which will come out of  the Summit from the speakers 
and panellists will be very relevant for everyone present.

Target Audience



Partners EIITF 2015 
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